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The holiday season is over and a new Decade is about to begin – we start to refocus our 

attention to the Sunset Limited 2020 LSR Convention Feb. 13–15 in conjunction with the 

Greater Houston Train show.   Bob has several committees working overtime to make this a 

great event.  If you want to help, I’m sure that there are plenty of opportunities – contact 

Bob.    Registration is going well with 80 people registered at last report.   Over the 3 days, 

there are a dozen railroads available for evening operations,  38 clinic presentations, a 

contest room for photos, Arts and Crafts, models and our special Dannenbrink Open Loads 

contest (cash prizes), not to mention lots of non-rail activities and an awards banquet on 

Saturday evening.  If you have not signed up yet, please do so.  See the website for details. 

The men’s gift exchange at the Freitags at last month’s Christmas party was certainly 

eventful with many items making the rounds.  Thanks to Mr. Ashcraft for keeping it 

moving.   A great big thanks to Virginia and her team of ladies that made sure we were well 

fed.   This is a decade old tradition that is always a good time.  

Gene is still to looking for additional clinics to fill out the 2020 schedule.  We have had an 

idea for mini-presentations – 15–30 minutes long each… If you have a topic, or want to 

present a short discussion on a particular topic – contact Gene.  

Will see you all at the January meeting on the 7th.   Keep the wheels turning.  

Kelly 

Hear ye Hear ye Hear ye 

Have you heard? 

Pete Leach 

is Master Model Railroader #649 

     Thoughts From the President   By Kelly Russell 
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Congratulations! 
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December 11th – the Day of infamy.  Oh wait, that was December 7th, wasn’t it? 

 

When I visited Robert Ashcraft’s Raton and Western layout during the Club’s Open House layout 

tours in November, he asked me if I had ever participated in an operating session.  I told him the 

honest truth, “Nope, never have.”  I am sure Robert could see the trepidation on my face when he 

then said, “Would you like to?”  Yes, I had heard some likely very exaggerated stories of fun 

operating sessions turning into near knock-down brawls when some newbie messed up and placed 

a box car in front of the wrong business or left a train parked on the wrong track after exiting a 

town or forgot to reset the turnouts on the main line causing a potential disastrous derail.  I had to 

think quick to answer Robert and I threw out every reason why it might be best to exclude me, “I 

know NOTHING about operating sessions or how trains move about and I might even need a 

primer on how to operate a DCC throttle!”  Clearly, I wasn’t “the right guy”.  However, undaunted 

by my obvious reluctance Robert continued to press me on the issue, saying that he was thinking 

about having an operating session on his layout soon and new folks were always welcome.  How 

could I say, “No”?  This guy had just opened up his fantastic layout for viewing on the Club tour 

and invited a complete ignoramus the opportunity to create total chaos on that very same layout! 

 

Now, in my mind I was thinking that this operating session might only involve me and perhaps one 

more club operator with Robert casting a watchful eye over everything.  Then the “CREW CALL 

FOR THE RATON AND WESTERN OPERATING SESSION” email came out with all operators 

to report to the Raton and Western Railroad Yard Office on December 11, 2019.  I watched, 

somewhat horrified, as experienced Club operators responded positively to the call – David Currey 

(“Mr. Everything” when it comes to railroad operations), Randall Wilson (the guy I would want 

managing MY YARD!), Tom Bailey and Al Partlow (just imagine the Hatfield’s and McCoy’s!), 

Dick Louvet (the ever studious and quiet one), and Walter Pasciak (Mr. Meticulous).  Yes, this was 

going to be far more intense than what I had initially expected. 

 

I had a good and valid “throw down” reason why I could not attend this operating session if I 

wanted to chicken out at the last minute.  I was getting over a cold about the time that the 

operations call email came out and was suffering from some residual congestion right up to the day 

of operations.  However, knowing most of these club member participants fairly well I felt that this 

could be a fun group and besides, I needed to lose my operating virginity at some point!  I was 

committed. 

 

Wisely, Robert Ashcraft was watching over my shoulder the entire day, reminding me of my 

turnout throws and suggesting the best way to move cars about within the towns to improve 

efficiency of my operations.  To be fair there were some built in frustration points in the operations, 

especially in the town of Wootten, where Robert announced to the rest of the operators that “Jeff 

spent a day in Wootten one hour” (moving cars around).  That one darn siding track just wasn’t 

long enough to allow the right number of cars to clear the turnout, but then again, are they ever? 

  The Day I Lost My (Operations) Virginity     By Jeff Williams 
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Figure 1 - Working Wootton switch operations - checking my list and throwing it twice! 
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In the spirit of the Holiday season I had brought my “bobbing reindeer” car for Robert to place on 

his layout before the operations session began.  There was a serious discussion as to where the 

reindeer car should be placed on a train.  Apparently typically, livestock cars are placed behind the 

locomotive when containing live animals so that they can be quickly dispatched upon arrival at 

their final destination (among other reasons).  However, it was finally decided that the reindeer car 

should go in front of the locomotive — not because Rudolf would be leading it, oh no……..it was 

because reindeer poop likely smelled “pepperminty”-  you know, like Christmas — so it would be 

a pleasant smell for the train engineer (not that I have any experience in this, mind you!). 

  The Day I Lost My (Operations) Virginity     By Jeff Williams 
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Figure 2 - The bobbing reindeer car (that really stunk up the joint!). 
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From the banter going on in the background it was clear that everyone was having a good time and 

Robert did an excellent job in generating the detailed operations sheets to keep everyone 

challenged and fully engaged throughout the 4-hour operating session.  What really made it fun for 

me was that I learned a lot about railroad operations during this operating session, as session ops 

were performed as close to real railroad operations as possible – with calls to/from Dispatch and to/

from the Yard Masters.  I was certainly challenged, but never felt overwhelmed or pressured to get 

my train operations finished so that others could proceed.  Yes, I messed up – lots of times, but like 

most I learn best by doing, making mistakes, and then recovering from them.  Bottom line, based 

on this operating session I know I will be more efficient next time and probably won’t need as 

much assistance in getting my “train act” together. 

  The Day I Lost My (Operations) Virginity     By Jeff Williams 

Figure 3 - The "newbie" assisting the seasoned veteran - adding a 
layer of confusion to an already perplexing situation! 
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Figure 4 – Most of the Raton and Western crew, from left to right - Randall Wilson, Walter 
Pasciak, David Currey, Robert Ashcraft (Dispatch), Al Partlow (bah-humbug), Tom Bailey 

(Ph D in Reindeer Microbiology), and Jeff Williams (the newbie).  Dick Louvet left the scene 
of the crime before this picture could be taken. 
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As with any activity it’s the people that make it fun and interesting and who in this club doesn’t 

like playing with trains?  It’s hard to imagine a nicer and more fun group of folks to spend a day 

with!  So, if you have been reluctant to step out of your comfort zone and want to explore yet 

another fun aspect of this hobby, FEAR NOT and 

take that important first step – and sign up for an 

operating session.  Not only will you learn a lot 

but you will gain an appreciation for those 

modelers who have accepted the additional 

challenge and difficulty of creating a complex 

layout designed specifically for operations, like 

the Raton and Western.  Well done, Robert 

Ashcraft! 

 
A special note of thanks goes out to Cathy Ashcraft 

who not only put up with a bunch of crazy train 

guys invading her lovely home on December 11th, 
but she even fed us lunch to boot! 

 
 

  The Day I Lost My (Operations) Virginity     By Jeff Williams 

Figure 5 - Walter brings the final train into Morley 
thereby ending the operating session. 
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 Model Rail-Fanning—Picnic Tables at the New Gazebo  By Kelly Russell 

I have been doing some scenery work integrating the NWX Yard from Ed Dibble’s M&SL 

railroad and came across a gazebo building in a box of built-up buildings and thought that it 

would make a neat place for HO Scale railfans to train-watch the operation of the yard.   I 

contacted Collin’s Toys and Hobbies Galore (2 train related businesses in Russell Jct) and they 

gladly provided their sponsorship.    Firstly there needed to be some place for the railfans to sit, 

how about some picnic tables.   After careful measuring and cutting scale lumber and applying a 

bit of glue,  soon there are 6 tables.   With the gazebo in-place, a landscaping crew provided 

some flowers, grass and a driveway.  Last I saw, there was an electrical contractor there 

installing a light.  We should look for a BBQ Grill too…  Thanks to Collin’s Toys and Hobbies 

Galore for their support of model rail-fans.  Be sure to stop by the open house to sit in the gazebo 

and watch trains. 

 

To make the tables I started with 

some scribed siding (30 inches wide)  

for the table tops, 2x12 boards for 

seats and several bits of 2x4 for the 

remainder of the build.    A short 18” 

2x4 glued under the top where the 

diagonal legs are attached then 2x4 

48” long for the seat support then the 

seats attached… a few minutes with 

the chopper, and the lumber is cut… a 

few more minutes with a small glue 

applicator and  white glue – and four 

6ft and two 8ft tables take shape.    

For finish, I decided a wash of grimy 

black acrylic over a wash of burnt 

umber gives a used look to the brand 

new tables.  
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   Derail Archives  January 2000      Submitted by Richard Louvet 
 

Prototype Focus – Manual Gate Interlocking 
By T. J. Jones 

 
Railroads in the New Millennium are reinventing their services and physical plant. This 

process recently caught up with an interesting relic from the “steam and flimsies” era of 
railroad operation. In the vicinity of Tower 30, an active 90 degree “diamond” crossing 
(former SP and MKT/MP) long ago converted to automatic function with the demise of the 
'tower structure, a manual swing gate controlled access through connecting tracks between 
these railroad lines, two of which cross at close to a 45-degree angle. Tower 30 is located at 
the primary railroad "gateway" to Houston's "Chemical Complex", as discussed in a recent 
issue of Trains magazine. It is surprising that the manual track switches, manual swing gate, 
and the track arrangement itself have lasted so long in an area which boasts such heavy rail 
traffic. 4Q99, however, saw the end of this anachronism-power switch machines and CTC 
interlocking signals/upgrades of existing signals have been placed in service by UP railroad 
crews throughout the Tower 30 area. Awaiting completion is an all-new connector track in the 
SW quadrant of the main line diamond (T.30 proper); this track and signaling should go into 
service later in the year. 

 
Modeling a manual swing gate such as used even for an interlocking of such density and 

complexity as Tower 30 could easily be accomplished. The prototype installation consisted of 
a 48 to 60-inch-high swing post (6 to 8-inch diameter), two Hinges, a Fabricated Gate (with 
wiring for a red Stop Lamp), 48 to 60-inch high, a Receiver Box that appears to be close to the 
dimensions of a block signal relay box, plus Stop Signs on 4"x6" treated posts, commercial 
electrical power service, and a nearby pole-mounted Company Telephone Box (used prior to 
modem radio communication for gate operation permission, likely from the tower operator). 
Also included, of course, was a standard Switch Lock securing the gate closed in normal 
position. 

 
The gate and receiver box posts could be kit-bashed from signal and relay/battery boxes. 

The gate and signposts could be fabricated from scale shapes by Plastruct or other 
manufacturer. Provision could even be made for remote, motorized operation from a local 
control panel, using a slow-speed switch machine motor and appropriate cam linkage mounted 
under your layout. Don't forget additional track details, like flange greasers (sharp curves) and 
even locked "derail" turnouts opened or closed in conjunction with the gate. 

 
A nearby bayou, a neatly kept residential area complete with horse barn/corral, several 

species of trees, shrubs, plus open, grassy areas surround Tower 30. A handful of somewhat 
disused, two-lane asphalt-paved streets cross the trackage within interlocking limits (various 
types of crossing protection used according to traffic density). Also visible is an old railroad 
grade (probable original alignment of T&NO, nee SP Houston Galveston main), the right of 
way now used for overhead power and buried cable/fiber optic lines. This diverse plethora of 
detailing possibilities offer diverse, creative interpretation for the novice and master modeler 
alike. What say we give it a try?!  
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In this edition of our series, we will be taking a look at the prototypical operation of a local freight train on the 

Southern Pacific Galveston Subdivision back in 1969.  This train designated as “The South Local” was 

actually a “turn” that operated daily, except Sunday, from Houston Englewood Yard to Sinco (Pasadena) 

where the SP served both Goodyear Rubber and Petro-Tex Chemical.   

This train lends itself to various modeling possibilities as it was powered by a single locomotive readily 

available in most scales, handled a variety of car types in both directions, and also had a caboose which adds 

interest to any freight train.  The locomotive was either an EMD GP-9 or an Alco RS-11 in the SP Bloody 

Nose Paint Scheme (red/gray).  The cars in the train included various tank cars, covered hopper cars, box cars 

and an older class bay window caboose which was assigned to this particular train. 

The crew consisted of an engineer, fireman, conductor and two brakemen.  The fireman was needed on this 

job as both of the plants served required operating around a series of curves, which created serious visibility 

issues.  The engineer, fireman and conductor were usually high seniority individuals and regulars, and the 

brakemen were “extra board” employees.   

The South Local was usually called for around 7:30 AM, which meant that crews reported to the Hardy Street 

Shops at 7:00 AM to pick up their motive power and caboose for the “caboose hop” to Englewood Yard.  As 

the caboose was assigned to this train, it usually required some time to switch it out of the caboose track, cut 

in the air and make the brief trip to Englewood.  Depending on train length, the train was either made up in 

the “local yard” or, if a longer train, it was assembled in the larger arrival/departure yard on the south side of 

the facility.  

Departing Englewood, the train made the big left-hand curve across Wallisville Road and headed south 

towards Interstate 10 and the Buffalo Bayou Bridge before turning southeast towards Pasadena.  On arrival at 

Sinco, the head brakeman lined the switch into the west end of Sinco Siding and the train pulled down the 

siding until the rear end cleared the west switch.  At that time, the rear brakeman lined the siding switch back 

to the main and the Goodyear Lead switch for the lead.  A reverse move was then required to back the train 

into the small storage yard adjacent to the Goodyear Plant just east of Highway 225.  

The first switching work of the day involved pulling loaded box cars of rubber from the Goodyear Warehouse 

Track and spotting that track with empty box cars for loading.  When that work was completed, the crew then 

moved over to the other side of the plant to pull empty tank cars and covered hoppers and spot the same types 

of cars off the inbound train or from the storage yard.  The tracks on this side of the plant were long stub 

ended tracks with multiple car spots along each track, so cars had to be lined up in the correct order before 

making the long shoves to spot inbounds.  Switch lists were used to perform the work. 

After a long morning of heavy switching at Goodyear, it was time to “break for beans” at the Goodyear Plant 

Cafeteria, which was a welcome change from the usual lunch box meals that most rail crews ate.  The 

cafeteria was also air conditioned, which was a welcome relief from the heat during hot summer days. 

The afternoon was spent at Petro-Tex Chemical pulling and spotting tank cars containing various types of 

hazardous materials in a very complex and crowded plant space.  The tracks were configured in tight curves 

and switching required numerous trailing and facing point moves in order to get the work accomplished.  

Minor derailments were frequent and it was always the job of the extra board brakemen to handle the rerailing 

frogs wherever they were needed.  That was, of course, unless the conductor chose to “pop” a derailed wheel 

back on the rail by using a switch frog, which happened more often than not.  Needless to say, this re-railing 

method was not a standard operating procedure and would result in serious consequences in today’s 

railroading world.  Again, switch lists were utilized in performing the work.  

 REALISTIC OPERATIONS ON YOUR MODEL RAILROAD 35        By Al Partlow 
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When the Petro-Tex switching was completed, it was then time to assemble the outbound train for the 

movement back to Englewood.  On heavy shipping days, this could mean 50–60 cars for a single locomotive 

to handle on the return trip.  As there was no place to turn the locomotive, the power was operated long hood 

forward back to Houston, which was another reason to have a fireman on the job.  The train was typically 

lined in to the south side of the yard with the caboose on the west end.  The locomotive then ran around the 

train, picked up the caboose and headed back to Hardy Street to tie up for the day.  This particular job usually 

averaged around twelve hours, so it was a reasonably good assignment, especially for an extra board 

brakeman.        

If you are interested in learning more about operations on the Southern Pacific Galveston Sub, please consider 

attending my presentation at the LSR Regional Meeting in February.  In this clinic, the discussion will include 

a brief history of this segment of the railroad, operations of the subdivision in earlier times, and a detailed 

discussion of operations from the late 1960s to the 1996 merger with the Union Pacific.  I look forward to 

seeing you there. 

 REALISTIC OPERATIONS ON YOUR MODEL RAILROAD 35        By Al Partlow 

     Mark’s Minute         By Mark Couvillion 

At block limits, maintaining polarity, especially when using multiple power supplies, is essential 
for proper performance.  First, however, multiple power supplies must be in phase. 
  
Following is a simple technique to verify power supply phase.  If you are not familiar with 
electricity, ask someone who is if you think this may help resolve a problem at the block limits 
of your layout. 
  
Take all of the power transformers and connect them to a single power strip on a 
workbench.  The line plugs (110 volt) of the transformers should be polarized, preferably 3-
prong.  If not, a 2-prong plug with the wide spade for the neutral wire helps assure that all 
transformers are plugged in consistently over their lifetime.  Do NOT connect the output wires 
from the transformers. 
  
Depending on the power supplies you are using, set your volt meter to 0–20 Volts DC or 0–200 
Volts AC. 
  
With all transformers plugged in and ON, touch one lead of your digital voltmeter to 
one output wire or terminal of one of the transformers.  Use the other lead of the voltmeter to 
individually touch each of the output wires / terminals of the other transformers.  The voltmeter 
should show a small voltage, 0.1 – 0.2 volts, when touched to one of the wires of the second 
transformer and no voltage change when touched to the other wire.  The wire showing 0 volts is 
in phase with the wire of the initial transformer.  Mark this wire on each transformer by 
wrapping a small brightly colored Tie-Wrap to it or wrapping it with colored electrical 
tape.  Compare voltage from all other transformers in the same way until all have been 
identified as being in phase.  
  
When connecting each transformer to its command station or booster, make sure that the phase 
is maintained by connecting the labeled wire to the same terminal on each command station or 
booster.  Next month, we will verify polarity at the block boundary. 
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  Mystic Branch Off-Layout Staging Modules    By Gene Mangum 

A relatively small layout like the Mystic Branch doesn’t have room for enough on-layout staging. So, off 

layout staging was and is essential to the operations of the Mystic Branch. The railroad was designed based 

upon using off-layout staging. In operation, each session’s incoming freight from San Antonio originates on 

one of the staging modules. There are a total of four staging modules…all identical. 

Each staging module is nominally four feet in length with a width of 

six inches. Two tracks fit comfortably in this arrangement. The 

modules were designed with an Atlas #4 turnout in mind (12.5 degree 

diverging route). This technique saves space and each module easily 

holds a full nine car freight with a caboose which, by the way, is the 

maximum train length that will fit on the Kerrville Main track. The Val 

Verde module was designed with a 12.5 degree angle so that the end 

where the off-layout staging modules were attached would match. The 

12.5 degree angle allowed the two tracks on each staging module to be 

parallel to the edges of the module and to the walls of the layout room. 

See figure 1. 

Figure 2 shows details of the framing for each module. As can be seen 

in the framing plan, the sides, ends, and interior bulkhead/stiffener are 

all made from furniture grade 1 x 2 pine lumber. The modules are 

topped with ½ inch grade “A” plywood and ½ inch blue foam. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The end where the module mates with the Val Verde Module is tapered to 12.5 degrees. Aligning the modules 

with the “permanent” portion of the layout was and is a critical issue. A visit to The Rockler Woodworking & 

Hardware Store on the Southwest Freeway went a long way to providing a really good solution… alignment 

pins and sockets. I was able to purchase, at a reasonable price, a brass alignment pin and a half-dozen brass 

alignment sockets. Using a Forstner bit to drill a square-bottomed mounting hole, the alignment pin was 

mounted on the Val Verde module and alignment sockets were mounted to each of the off-layout staging 

modules. See  figures 3 and 4.  

Figure 2 – Off-Layout Staging Modules Framing Figure 1 – Off-Layout Staging Modules Pla  
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  Mystic Branch Off-Layout Staging Modules    By Gene Mangum 

  

Before any track was laid on any of the off-layout 

staging modules the module was mated to the Val 

Verde module. Notice the latch in Figure 3. It was 

mounted first. Once the staging module was aligned 

with the Val Verde module using the alignment pin 

and socket, a receptacle latch on the staging module 

was mounted.  In this fashion the off-track staging 

module could be “latched” to the Val Verde module. 

See Figure 5. 

Once an off-layout module was attached in this 

fashion the track could be laid on the module, with a 

good fit to the track on the Val Verde module 

assured. First an Atlas #4 Code 83 turnout was 

mounted to mate up with the Val Verde Track; then, 

both staging tracks were added. A Caboose 

Industries ground throw was mounted to control the 

turnout.  See Figure 6. Kadee Couplers were 

mounted at the ends of each track. This prevents cars 

from rolling off the module when it is being handled. 

There are painted hardboard “side-boards” attached 

to both sides and the end of the modules to prevent 

cars from taking a long trip to the floor if jostled. 

Plastic sleeves are attached to the side of the module 

to store the “Car Cards” for the cars that are on the 

module. These sleeves are self-adhesive label 

pockets that are generally used for file box labelling. 

Each Pocket is wide enough for two car cards; so, 

five pockets are adhered to the side of each staging 

module.  

Figure 5 – Off-Layout Staging Module Latches. 

Figure 3 – Val Verde Alignment Pin  Figure 4 – Off-Layout Module Alignment Socket 

Figure 6 – Off-layout module track fit with Val Verde 
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Figure 8 –Side view of off-layout staging module 
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  Mystic Branch Off-Layout Staging Modules    By Gene Mangum 

The track on the staging modules is not painted. Feeders are attached 

to both staging tracks and the turnout. The DCC bus terminates in Val 

Verde. An RCA Plug is used to transfer power from the bus wires to 

the off-layout modules. See Figure 7 for a view of the bottom of a 

module mated with the Val Verde module. Notice that the latch is 

locked and the power wires are plugged into the RCA Jack. 

Figure 8 shows a side view of one of the off-layout staging modules 

attached to the layout. The nine cars for the next session are on the 

module along with a caboose. The cars are organized with all loads 

followed by any empties with any hazardous cargo cars such as tank 

cars at least two cars from the engine or caboose. Notice that the Car 

Cards for the cars on the module are in the plastic sleeves. In this 

example one of the road locomotives would couple to the Cotton Belt 

covered hopper and pull the near track cut; then, back into the rear 

track, and couple to the remaining cars. Then the SATKVT (San 

Antonio, TX – Kerrville TX) would be ready to dispatch. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9 shows the rack that is used to store the next three sessions’ modules. For future construction of 

additional modules, the storage rack has capacity for at least four modules, likely more.  

Currently, the remaining pre-staged sessions are stored in Barkley’s Better Boxes. At this time there are ten 

sessions, so, six are stored in boxes. 

When the evening freight from 

Kerrville to San Antonio arrives on 

the staging module, the cars are 

unloaded and a new session cycle 

begins. The top module is moved to 

the layout and the bottom two are 

moved up one place. The next 

session is removed from its box and 

placed in the now empty module. 

Car cards are loaded and the module 

is moved to the bottom slot in the 

storage rack. Then, the newest 

session can be generated from the 

cars from the evening freight and 

any others that have been waiting to 

be added to an operating session.  

Well that’s it for this month. See you next month with a new topic! 

Figure 9 –Off-layout staging module storage rack 

Figure 7 – Bottom view of an off-layout module 
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Happy December Birthdays! 

 

Phil Stewart 
 
 

Happy January  Birthdays! 

 Ben Harris 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Congratulations, Marc Vandendriessche! 
Marc was naturalized as a US citizen. 

     Celebration Corner                  By Divina Gato-Hogno 

Photo of Marc with his wife Cindy  
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  UP 4014 at the Rosenberg Railroad Museum    By Gene Mangum 
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  Annual Christmas Party at the Freitag’s Home   Submitted by Geoff Hogno 
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Officers 

Derail Staff 

San Jac RR Club Meetings take place the 

first Tuesday of each month at 7pm 
 

Bayland Community Center    

6400 Bissonnet St. Houston, TX 
 

Click here for directions 

Visitors are always welcome! 

Conductor: Bob Sabol 

bsabol@stillmeadow.com 

Engineer: Terri Brogoitti 

tbrogoitti@stillmeadow.com 

 

Brakemen:  

Mark Couvillion    

 (mark_couvillion@hotmail.com)  

David N. Currey  

 (texasandlouisiana@msn.com) 

Divina Gato-Hogno 

 (d.gatohogno@gmail.com) 

Brian Jansky (brianj844@gmail.com) 

Pete Leach  (pleachtx55@gmail.com) 

Richard Louvet  

Gene Mangum  

Al Partlow (alswitch@aol.com) 

Jeff Williams (mellowmiata@hotmail.com) 

 

 Video Corner 

 

Pere Marquette 1225 North Pole 
Express 2016 in the Snow! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sygWjk0gpYo     

 

www.sanjacmodeltrains.org  
Webmaster: Brian Jansky  
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President:  Kelly Russell  

president@sanjacmodeltrains.org 

Vice President: Gene Mangum  

vice-president@sanjacmodeltrains.org 

Secretary/Treasurer: Richard (Dick) Louvet  

secretary@sanjacmodeltrains.org 

Director at Large:  Tom Bailey  

tfbailey@sbcglobal.net 

Past President: Robert (Bob) Barnett MMR 

rbarnett@ljaengineering.com  

Next Meeting 

TUESDAY, JANUARY  7 

 

“The Gulf Northwestern Railroad” 

by  

Gene Mangum 

 

 

 

Refreshments:  

Virginia Freitag  (drinks) 

Geoff and Divina Hogno (cookies) 
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